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Abstract

Record-and-replay tools are indispensable for quality assurance of mobile applications. In this talk, we present a record-and-replay tool targeting a wide adoption. Specifically, a dynamic instrumentation technique is used to accommodate rich sources of inputs in the application layer satisfying various constraints requested from industry. A self-replay mechanism is proposed to record more information of user inputs for accurate replaying without degrading user experience. In addition, an adaptive replay method is designed to enable replaying events on different devices with diverse screen sizes and OS versions. Through an evaluation on 53 highly popular industrial Android applications and 265 common usage scenarios, we demonstrate the effectiveness in recording and replaying rich sources of inputs on the same or different devices.
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Abstract

In modern computers, all computational operations are specified in programs and executed in corresponding pipelines in unified Central Processing Units (CPUs). To improve system efficiency and speed up application execution, heterogeneous computing decentralizes the processing process and utilizes different software and hardware components on various computational operations. Other than CPU, many autonomous co-processors, accelerators, device drives, and special circuits have been developed to address domain specific tasks. In recent years, DSPs (Digital Signal Processors), GPUs (Graphics Processing Units), APUs (Accelerated Processing Units), TPUs (Tensor Processing Units), FPGAs (Field-Programmable Gate Array) and ASICs (Application-Specific Integrated Circuits) have demonstrated their effectiveness in domain specific processing. Both data and computations are arranged to achieve “Near Resource Computing” for efficient and accelerated application execution. This talk focuses on the architectural and programming trends in Heterogeneous Computing.
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